Orbitax Change Reports
Meet the demands of a changing world.

In today's world, there is an unprecedented amount of change in the landscape of international tax — and it’s becoming increasingly difficult to track and notify stakeholders of tax changes affecting their global operations.

What if there was a solution that empowered you to create an interactive analysis of your organization's global footprint? Orbitax Change Reports is the only offering on the market that provides a tailored report with information on laws relevant to the global footprint that you create. This solution truly emulates your global footprint by tracking tax law changes daily and pushing alerts regarding enacted-current, enacted-future, and proposed laws becoming effective. The tool allows for complete customization based on an organization's interests, entities, and cross-border transactions, and reports are distributed directly to key stakeholders with whom you advise and plan.

Orbitax Change Reports is the perfect solution if you're a current Orbitax customer or an international tax professional working in a multinational company with operations in multiple countries.

Features

• Tracks tax law changes daily and automatically sends alerts regarding tax law changes, when their effective dates are, and what that means for the affected organization or stakeholder

• Reports offer a quick glance at what the changes are, what their effective date is, and any associated references, like news articles — the report view will include all changes for the current calendar quarter and all changes will flow through to all countries and topics

• Allows customers to set up multiple projects within the program and set specific parameters for each one, so that key stakeholders are being notified with the right information at the right time

• Intuitive user interface easily creates global footprints based on entities, cross border transactions, interests, and more for desired organizations and key stakeholders

• Offers step-by-step process of how to create tailored global footprints — taking into consideration key topics, calculation data points, corporate tax rates, specific country coverage, analysis, and much more

• Filter functionality is designed to greatly enhance static quarterly change reports and weekly alerts that get sent out on schedule — all stakeholders receive scheduled reports to their inbox listing all the changes for the topics, entities, and transactions that were included in their settings

• Importing entity data can be completed by importing entity data templates from existing Orbitax solutions like Orbitax Essentials, ONESOURCE™ International Tax Calculator, and ONESOURCE BEPS Action Manager — customers can also import a template with data that is downloaded from Orbitax Change Reports

• Allows you to tailor your notification settings and determine who should be receiving each notification

• Seamless setup of contacts — can be added manually or imported through a CSV or Excel® file
Benefits

• Created by international tax professionals with actual practical experience
• With the customizable global footprint, you can stay up to date with tax law changes — enacted current, enacted future, or proposed
• Offers seamless customization of multiple global footprints with all the organizations that you work with
• Easily adjusts as global footprints change and evolve in current and future years, allowing you to factor in any mergers and acquisitions, entity changes, or cross border transactions
• Saves valuable man hours and reduces costs
• Provides the right awareness within your own organization and any other organizations to ensure they can make the best educated decisions moving forward
• Prevents the need to create your own manual templates, which can be costly and time consuming
• Frees you up from relying on outside advisors, saving you time and money
• Provides a true tax law tracking solution — completely synced with your global footprint
• Goes beyond just distributing news about tax law changes by providing detailed, structured reports that reduce the risks of oversights in your tax planning and compliance processes

For more information about how Orbitax Change Reports can benefit your company, visit tax.tr.com/checkpoint or call +1 800 950 1216